Demi Lovato

●

Born 20 August 1992 (28) Albuquerque

●

●

Their parents got divorced when they was only 2

●
●

Their mum was former country singer (Diana)
They are one of three sisters

●

They were a child actor starting on Barney and Friends which then led
onto more things such as as The Bell Rings, Camp Rock and Sonny with a
chance
They then went on to singing and podcasts
Songs include ‘Sorry not sorry’, ‘Cool for the summer’, ‘Really don’t care’
They have in the past said that they were yet to accepting their
sexualaity

●
●
●

Demi Lovato: Simply Complicated, as they explained, "I am open to human connection, so whether
that’s through a male or female, it doesn’t matter to me."

Struggles
They were growing up in Texas where being part of the LGBTQ+ was not accepted
Not only that they have struggled with an drug issues and drinking and also struggles
with their eating disorder.
They have opened up about their use of drugs and how being child actor had a lot of
pressure on them and how their eating was an issue, they talk about it their
documentary ‘Dancing with the devil’ and they did touch about it in their other
documentary simply complicated. In the documentary they mention about how their dad
also struggled with drugs.
They had struggled with their sexuallity

They only have only decided this year (2021) to declare they are nonbiarny

Helping with the LBGTQ+
community
Cancelled their tour due to the anti-LGBTQ bill
passed through North Carolina's legislature
They wrote an Love letter to the LGBTQ+
community
‘In the Really don’t care’ video they took time out
of serving as grand marshal of the 44th Annual L.A.
Pride Parade to shoot the colorful visuals showing
it’s okay to be you.
Payed a tribute to the victims of the tragic Orlando
nightclub shooting with a performance of "Rise Up"
alongside Andra Day and Nick Jonas.
“Love is love” Demi

Achievements
Teen choice awards
Kids choice awards
Mtv video awards
People choice award

An guest judge on RuPaul's Drag Race in 2015
An guest role in glee

